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This is not to say that I feel any irritation at her. If tkuxiaxaxxtkuxia there

is any irritation It would be toward Francis for having not let me know that she was

expecting him when we would go on talking, ix or when something would occur that needed

to be done, and I would suggest that he might do//. I do not remember, however, asking

him to do things that would keep him late. I think it was more our titix talking

together. It is interesting to find this after all these years, and to reach a

conclusion that this has affected her et*Zi attitude toward me through the years, and

indirectly of course, at time can't help affecting his. As I tsaid, I am not irritated

at her about it, only iaaix1xz disappointed and interested to observe this fact.

(nc) Beside the statement she made about his liking my exegesis is very slight compared to

the many things we talked of and the mutual influence we had on one another. I have

very high regard for the tremendous labor wk she has put in in helping him, the fine

associate she has been in his work, and the fine books that she has written, though

it was quite a disappointment when I first looked at the book, the strange, *=fix (nc)

having been so much closer to him than I ever was to Doug Young, and to find my part

in DJoug's preparation given so far more credit in. his life story than Edith gave

in Francis' not story.

Perhaps it might be said that I consider the influence I had on Francis as one of

the most worthwhile things in my life. I ax incline to think that if it were not for

me Fran would have stayed another year at

had his final year at Westminster and then would have been brought

completely z in line with their teaching, which would have

I believe one of the most worthwhile aspect of my life wee± was my influence on Francis

Schaeffar. Francis has far more energy than I have, and also far more ability to influence

other x people. He has done a trmeendous work. He and Edith both have, and the Lord

has greatly blessed their if efforts,and the influence has gone out world-wide. As I

look back i I remember that at Westminster in those days most of the students came around

completelyto the view which became typical of that institution. $ The majority of the

students were single in those day. It was either Doug or Francis who said to me that
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